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In this paper some recursion formulas and asymptotic properties are derived 
for the numbers, denoted by N(p, q), of irreducible coverings by edges of the 
vertices of complete bipartite (labeled) graphs K,,, . The problem of determining + 
numbers N(p, q) has been raised by I. Tomescu (dans “Logique, Automatique, 
Informatique,” pp. 269-423, Ed. Acad. R.S.R., Bucharest, 1971). A result con- 
cerning the asymptotic behavior of the number of irreducible coverings by 
cliques of q-partite complete graphs is obtained and it is proved that Ii-,, 
I(n)l@ = 3111”, lim,,,, (log M(n))ll” = 31ja, and lim,,co C(n)ll”/(n/ln n) = l/e, 
where I(n) and M(n) are the maximal numbers of irreducible coverings, respectiv- 
ely, coverings by cliques of the vertices of an n-vertex graph, and C(n) is the 
maximal number of minimal colorings of an n-vertex graph. It is also shown that 
maximal number of irreducible coverings by n - 2 cliques of the vertices of an 
n-vertex graph (n > 4) is equal to 2n-a - 2 and this number of coverings is 
attained only for K2,n--2 and the value of lim,, I(n, n - k)lln is obtained, where 
I(n, n - k) denotes the maximal number of irreducible coverings of an n-vertex 
graph by n - k cliques. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For a graph G = (X, U), where X is the set of vertices and U is the set of 
edges, a clique is a maximal complete subgraph of G. An s-clique of G is a 
clique containing s vertices. A covering of G by cliques is a family cl , c2 ,..., ck 
of different cliques of G, the union of which is X. A covering C of G consist- 
ing of k cliques of G will be called an irreducible covering of G if the union of 
any k - 1 cliques from C is a proper subset of X. There is a class of algorithms 
which yield all irreducible coverings for the set-covering problem. 
An example of an algorithm in this class is Petrick’s Algorithm [2]. Hence 
it may be of interest to determine an upper bound for the number of irreducible 
coverings of the vertex set of a graph by cliques, for example. 
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2. IRREDUCIBLE COVERINGS OF K,,, 
Consider now a complete bipartite graph K,,, = (A, B, U), where A u B 
is the set of vertices, 1 A 1 = p, 1 B 1 = 4 and the set U of edges contains all 
edges[a,b],aEA;bEB. 
A set C of edges of J&q is a covering of K,,, if U[,,&a, b} = A u B. 
This covering is irreducible if, for any edge [a, b] E C, the set C-([a, b]) is not 
a covering of the graph, i.e., if any proper subset of C is not a covering. In 
this case the set of cliques coincides with the set of edges. 
In the following we shall consider only complete bipartite graphs (which 
realize the maximum number of such coverings in the class of bipartite 
graphs). 
The following property is obvious: 
PROPERTY. A covering C of the vertex-set of a bipartite graph is irreducible 
ifand only if it does not contain three edges [a, , b,], [a, , b,], [a, , b,] contained 
i? a chain [a, , b, , a2 , b,]. 
If we denote by N(p, q) the number of irreducible coverings by edges of the 
complete bipartite graph K,,, , we have: 
PROPOSITION 1. The numbers N(p, q) satisfy the following recursion 
formulas : 
N(p, q) = y (:) N(p - 1, q - r> + qDf2 (” i ‘) N(p - s - 1, q - 11, 
r=2 s=o 
(1) 
N(p,p) = pN(p - l,p - 1) + F1(s + I)(;) N(P - 1, P - s), 
s=2 
and N( 1, p) = N(p, 1) = 1 for any p. 
Proof. In order to prove (1) consider a vertex x E A. This vertex may be 
joined to r >, 2 vertices of B in (“,) ways, and these r vertices are not joined 
to any vertex of A. If x is joined to a unique vertex of B (in q ways), this 
vertex of B may be joined to s > 0 vertices of A, different of x, in (P;l) ways 
and formula (1) is justified. (2) is derived from (1) by taking p = q and con- 
sidering also the property N(p, q) = N(q, p). 
Table I computes these numbers up to p = q = 8. From this table we 
deduce that max,,,,, N(p, q) = N([n/2], n - [n/2]) for small values of n. 
It is possible that this property is true for every n, or equivalently, the sequence 
1 = N(l, n - l), N(2, n - 2) ,..., N(i, n - i), N(i + 1, n - i - I),..., 
N(n - 1, 1) = 1 is unimodal, having a maximum for i = n/2 for even n or 
two equal maxima for i = (n - 1)/2 and i = (n + 1)/2 for odd n. 
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TABLE I 
4 
P 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 6 14 30 62 126 254 
15 48 165 558 1827 5820 
184 680 2664 11,032 46,904 
2945 13,080 59,605 281,440 
63,756 320,292 1,663,248 
1,748,803 9,791,824 
58,746,224 
By direct calculation we also obtain 
N(p, 2) = N(2, p) = 22, - 2 for p > 2, (3) 
N(p, 3) = N(3, p) = 3p - 3 -2p + 3(p + 1) for p > 2, (4) 
N(p,4)=N(4,~)=4P-4.3P+3.2P(p+2)-8p-4 forp>3. (5) 
From Table I we derive that N(p, q) is divisible by min(p, q) and N(p, q) = 
pq (mod 2) fo r any p, q 2 2. It is not difficult to prove these properties by 
induction. 
PROPOSITION 2. The following inequality holds: 
N(P9 4) 3 qp - q(q - 1)“. (6) 
Proof. For q = 1 and q = 2 this inequality is an equality from (3). 
Suppose that q > 3 and this property is true for every pair (p, q’) with 
q’<q- 1. Then we obtain 
N(p, q) > q ‘f2 (” ; ‘) N(P - s - 1, q - 1) 
s=o 
3 q 5’ (” ; 1) [(q - l)P-s-1 - (q - l)(q - 2p--s--1] 
s=o 
= qp - q(q - Qp + q(q - 2) > qp - q(q - 1)“. Q.E.D 
From the symmetry of N(p, q) we also obtain 
N(p, q) 2 max(P - dq - W, pq - P(P - l)q). 
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A similar, but slightly more complicated argument shows that the next 
lower bound is also true. 
PROPOSITION 3. The following inequality holds: 
NP9 4) 2 4(4 - 1)” - qp + q2 (7) 
for any p, q 3 4. Equality holds for p = 4 and q = 5 only. 
Proof. By induction on q. 
This inequality is significant only if q is large, since the right side of (7) 
becomes negative for fixed q and large p. 
COROLLARY 3.1. For any k E Z we have 
lim N(P, P - k) = lirn N(P, P - k) = co. 
P+m PP P+CQ pP-k 
For k = 0 we obtain lim,,, [N(p, p)/p”] = co and, because N(p, p>/p* > 
(P - 1)(1 - (l/P))p-l - 1 for p > 4 and N(6, 6) > 66, it follows that 
N(p, p) > ppfor any p > 6. 
PROPOSITION 4. For eachJixed q, 
N(P, q) = q” - 4(4 - 1P + O(p(q - 2)99 (8) 
where the constant implied by 0 depends only on q. 
Proof. (8) holds for q = 2, 3, 4. Suppose it holds for q’ < q. Then, by 
Proposition 1, 
N(p, q) = ‘2 (;) NP - 174 - r) 
r=2 
+ q’f (” ; ‘) N(p - s - 1, q - 1) = S, + S2. 
s=o 
It is clear, by the induction hypothesis, that S, = O((q - 2)~). Also, 
s2 = q F2 (” ; l)[(q - 1)+s--1 - (q - l)(q - 2)p--8-l + O(p(q - 3)9’)1 
s=o 
= q p- (” ; l)[Cq - l)"-s-l - (4 - wq - 2)“~8-l + O(p(q - 3)9], 
s=o 
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(since it is clear that the term introduced by extending the sum top - 1 can 
be absorbed into the 0 term) 
= q(l + q - 1)9-l- q(q - 1)(1 + q - 2)“-l + 0 [p 5’ (P ; l)(q - 3’3) 
s=o 
= qp - 4(4 - 1)” + O(PGl - WA 
as required. 
COROLLARY 4.1. The following relation ho& 
lim N(P, 4) -= 1 
P+a P * 
(9) 
Since for p > q all irreducible coverings by p edges of KP,* = (A, B, U) 
are surjections from A onto B, we derive that for largep almost all irreducible 
coverings of K,,, have p edges. Indeed, for large p we have s,,, w  qp, where 
s,,, denotes the number of surjections from A onto B. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF N(p,p) VIA COLORINGS 
In [3] it is shown that the maximal number of minimal colorings (i.e., 
restricted partitions with y(G) independent sets, where y(G) is the chromatic 
number of G) of a graph G having n vertices, with its number denoted by 
C(n), equals 
max 
k=2,...,n--1 
W-7”) = ,=Lyj~+l (r% 
where x is the solution of the equation x(1 + In x) = n. Here In is the 
logarithm in basis e. The graph which realizes this maximal number of 
minimal colorings is unique and it is composed from a k,-clique and n - k, 
isolated vertices, where 
These numbers play an important role 
behavior of N(p, p), as can be seen above. 
in the study of the asymptotic 
PROPOSITION 5. The maximal number of minimal colorings of an n-vertex 
graph G is attainedfor a graph composedfrom a k,-clique and n - k, isolated 
vertices, where 
kn =&(I + O(e)) 
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and C(n) satisfies 
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lim C(n)lln 1 -=- 
n+w n/(ln n) e ’ 
Proof. If X, is the solution of the equation x(1 
obtain easily that 
and 
hence 
Finally k, 
+ In X) = n, then we 
(11) 
lim 
( 
ln2 n 
X, - “-) ~ = 
1 
n-w Inn n In In 17 ’ 
x =*(l+G(*)). n 
xn + a72 , where 1 (Y, j < 1, hence we obtain (10) and 
q,y Jn = k;-b&, 
which implies (11). 
It is obvious that the number C(n) also represents the maximal number of 
minimal partitions of the set of vertices of an n-vertex graph G, whose 
classes are complete subgraphs of G. 
PROPOSITION 6. The inequality 
NP, 4) G pqqp (12) 
holds for any p, q > 1. 
Proof. Because any vertex of the p-vertex part of Kp,q belongs to 
q edges and any vertex of the q-vertex part belongs top edges, it follows that 
N(p, q) < pqq”. Equality holds for p = q = 1 only. We shall set: 
f (p, q) = il ;I (:) (z) aq-bbp-a and dp, d = ayax aq-bbp-a 
&I :::::,” 
for anyp, q 2 1. 
PROPOSITION 7. The following inequalities hold: 
g(p - 1, q - 1) -=c N(P, q) < Pqf(P - 194 - 1) (1% 
for any p, q 3 2. 
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Proof. Consider vertices x E A and y E B and nonempty sets XC 
A-{(x)-A, and YCB--(y)=B,, such that 1x1 =a and 1 Yl =b. 
For any two functions 93: A, - X -+ Y and #: B, - Y +- X we shall define 
an irreducible covering by edges C of G = (A, B, U) as follows: C contains 
all edges [u, V(U)] and [u, $(v)] for any u E A, - X and v E B, - Y; if 
u E X and u $ I,@$, - Y), then [u, y] E C; if v E Y and v $ y(As - X), v will 
be covered by [x, v], hence [x, v] E C; if X = #(B, - Y) or Y = CJI(A~ - X), 
then [x, y] E C. Obviously C is an irreducible covering of G and for all 
x E A and y E B and for all choices of XC A,, Y C A, , and of functions 
q~ and # we obtain by this procedure all irreducible coverings of G, which 
implies MP, d -L pqf(p - 1, q - 1). 
If nonempty sets X C A, and Y C B, are fixed, the same construction yields 
aq-l-bb+l-a pairwise different irreducible coverings of G, where 1 X 1 = a, 
I Yl =b,henceN(p,q)>g(p- l,q- 1). 
COROLLARY 7.1. We have 
lim N(P, p)l”” = 1 
~+a p&p) e ’ 
Proof. By equating to zero partial derivatives of the function x*-~y”-~ 
we obtain the system p - y - x In y = 0; p - x - y In x = 0, which 
has a unique solution x = y = x, , where x, is solution of the equation 
x(1 + In x) = p. 
We derive that 
lim g(P~ P)1’8p C(p)lJP 1 
P- p/(ln p) = if+2 pl(ln = L 
by Proposition 5, hence 
lim inf N(P’ P)l”* > _1_ 
P+m Pm P) ’ e * 
On the other hand we have f(p, p) < p2 maxl@&.p (x)(f) a*--bbp-a, and 
hence we are led to study the maximum of the function 
xp-“Yp-” 
r(x + 1) JYP - x + 1) KY + 1) F(p - y  + 1) 
for 1 ,(x,(p; I <y<p. 
By permuting x and y, partial derivatives of this function come one into an- 
other, hence its maximum value is attained for x = y. Furthermore, the 
generalized binomial coefficient (3 = l/[(p + l)B(x + 1, p - x + 1)] for 
1 < x < p takes its maximum value for x = p/2. This property is implied 
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by some elementary properties of the Beta function, namely (d/dx)B(x + 1, 
p - x + 1) is an increasing function for x E [I, p] and vanishes for x = p/2. 
It follows that maxlszso (,“)” x2p-2z is attained for x = aP, where x, < 
aP < p/2 and X, = (p/in p)( 1 + O((ln In p)/(ln p))). For large p, by 
Stirling’s formula we find 
because lim,,, a, = co. The logarithm of the last expression will be denoted 
by h(a,), so that h(4 = (a,/~ - 1) ln p + (1 - 24~) In a9 + &/p - 1) 
ln(1 - aJp) + In In p, where up is solution of the equation h’(x) = 0. 
This equation is equivalent to 
x + 2x In x - x ln(p - X) = p. (1% 
From (15) we obtain easily that lim,,, (a*/~) = 0, which implies, by some 
computations, that 
% ~ = 1. 
b-2 p/(ln p) 
From this result we derive that lim,,, /~(a,) = - 1, hence 
liy+yp N(P9 PY2” < 1 
PD P) e 
and (14) is proved. 
4. IRREDUCIBLE COVERINGS OF THE COMPLETE MULTIPARTITE GRAPHS 
We shall denote by K,+..,Ur the complete multipartite graph whose parts 
A, , A2 7..-3 A, contain, respectively, q1 , q2 ,..., q,. vertices. Suppose that 
41 > q2 3 *** a qr * Obviously, the minimal number of r-cliques of an 
irreducible covering by cliques of the vertex set of this graph equals q1 , 
while the maximal number of r-cliques of an irreducible covering is given 
by the following result: 
PROPOSITION 8. The maximal number of r-cliques of an irreducible 
covering by r-cliques of the vertex set of the graph KQ1,...,,+, denoted by 
4% ,“‘, qr), satisjies 
4% ,..., qA = C qi - r if q2 > 1 and n(q, , 1, l,..., 1) = q1 . 
i=l 
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The proof follows by induction on q1 + q2 + .a * + qr . The proposition 
clearly holds when q1 + *.* + qT = r (i.e., when q1 = q2 = ... = qT = 1). 
Suppose one of the q’s exceeds 1. Consider a maximal covering of KQ1,qa,...,q, 
by r-cliques C, , CZ ,..., Ct , where t = n(q, , q2 ,..., qr), clearly t > 2. Now 
C, contains a vertex v which does not belong to any of Cz , C3 ,..., Ct . 
Moreover v does not belong to a part of size 1. Thus if we delete v and all of 
the edges of C1 that are incident with it, we get an irreducible covering of 
KS Q1.9;,...,9, t byr-cliques C,,C,,...,C, , whereqi + qi + ... + q: = q1 + q2 + .e. 
+ qr - 1 and the result now follows by induction. 
PROPOSITION 9. If we denote by N(p, q1 , q2 ,..., qT) the number of irredu- 
cible coverings by (r + l)-cliques of the complete multipartite graph KD,Q1,...,q, , 
we have 
F+J- NP, 41 , q2 ,..., qrYp = qlq2 --- qy . (16) 
Proof. By induction on r. For r = 1 this result follows from Corollary 
4.1. Assume this result to be true for K,,ql,. . .,*, with 1 < s < r - 1. Take 
any irreducible covering of K,,ql,. . . ,q,-1 by r-cliques % = (c, , c, ,..., c,>. 
Consider the graph K,,qr where one part is %? and the other is A, . Take any 
of the N(s, qT) irreducible coverings of KS,qT by edges, say 9’. Then from each 
edge (ci , v) of 9, we get, in the obvious way, a clique of size r + 1 in 
K P.91.....9, * The cliques obtained in this way form an irreducible covering 97 
of K,+...,9 by r + 1 cliques, and different pairs (%Yl , Y;), (%, , LQ yield 
different 9; and gZ . Thus N(p, q1 ,..., qT) >, N(s, qT)N(p, q1 ,..., qTJ 2 
N(P, qJN(p, 41 ,.-., qrJ, from which it follows that lim inf,,, N(p, 
41 9A l/p ,“., > qlq2 *** 
belongs to qlq2 
qr . Because any vertex of thep-vertex part of K,,ql,. . . ,q, 
**. ql. (r + 1)-cliques and any vertex of the qi-vertex part 
belongs to pql ... q,./qi (r + 1)-cliques for i = 1 ,.. ., r, it follows that 
NPY 41 Y---T %I G (WI2 *** G&P If/f ( pql 4,’ qr )qt = p(p, 41 , qz ,..., qr). 
i=l 1 
We have lim,,, /3(p, q1 ,..., qr)llp = q1q2 . * * qr , from which it follows that 
lim supP,, N(p, ql ,..., qr)llp < qlq2 ... qT and (16) is proved. 
Note that the maximum number of irreducible coverings by cliques of the 
vertices of a graph G having n vertices is not attained in the class of the 
complete bipartite graphs for sufficiently large n. For example, for n = 8 and 
n = 10 we obtain from Table I 
zz$ NP, 4) = N(4,4) = 184 and Dyfc;o NP, 4) = N(5, 5) = 2945 
and by direct enumeration we deduce that N(3, 3, 2) = 252, respectively, 
N(4, 4, 2) * 6832. 
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COROLLARY 9.1. If p > max(q, , q2 ,..., qJ we obtain 
WP, 41 ,..., 42 2 fi MP, qi). 
i=l 
(17) 
Equality holds if and only if q2 = q3 = . . . = qr = 1. 
Proof. By induction on r. 
5. THE MAXIMAL NUMBER OF IRREDUCIBLE COVERINGS 
Complete bipartite graphs have some extremal properties concerning the 
number of irreducible coverings by cliques of the vertices of a graph, Namely, 
we shall prove the following result: 
PROPOSITION 10. For any n > 4, the maximal number of irreducible 
coverings by n - 2 cliques of the n vertices of a graph G is equal to 2n-2 - 2 
and the corresponding extremal graph is unique and it coincides with Kz,n--2 . 
Proof. It is obvious that any irreducible covering of K2,n--2 has n - 2 
edges, hence the number of irreducible coverings by n - 2 edges of the 
vertices of K2,n--2 equals 2+2 - 2 by (3). 
Consider an irreducible covering by n - 2 cliques cl , c, ,..., c,-~ of an 
n-vertex graph G = (X, U). The irreducibility of this covering implies that 
there exist n - 2 vertices X, , x2 ,..., x,-.~ E X such that xi $ uSzi c, for every 
i = 1, 2 ,..., n - 2. 
If the remaining vertices are denoted by y and z, it follows that any clique 
ci has the form (xi , y>, (xi , z], or {xi , y, z>. We shall consider two cases: 
(i) y and z occur together in some cliques ci ; 
(ii) y and z are not joined by an edge, hence y and z are not together 
in any clique ci . 
In case (i), denote by Y the subset of vertices x1 , x2 ,..., x,-~ which are 
joined by an edge to y and by 2 the subset of vertices xl , x2 ,..., xnm2 which 
are joined by an edge to z. 
The subgraphs of G induced, respectively, by Y and 2, are composed of 
isolated vertices only, because the existence of an edge in these subgraphs 
would contradict the maximality of cliques c, , c2 ,..., c,-~ . Hence edges are 
permitted only between vertices of Y - 2 and 2 - Y. Because vertices of 
Y n 2 are uniquely covered by triangles containing both y and z, it follows 
that G may have a maximal number of irreducible coverings by n - 2 cliques 
if the subgraph spanned by (Y - 2 u (z>) u (2 - Y u { y>) is a complete 
bipartite graph whose parts are, respectively, Y - 2 u {z} and 2 - Y u ( y]. 
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The number of irreducible coverings by n - 2 cliques of G is equal to 1 
and this situation occurs only if this covering contains all triangles { y, z, x) 
where x E Y n 2 and all edges of the form [ y, X] where x E Y - 2 and 
[z, x] where x E 2 - Y. 
In case (ii) with same notations as for (i) we obtain that G may have a 
maximal number of irreducible coverings by n - 2 cliques if the graph G1 
has a maximal number of irreducible coverings by n - 2 cliques, where G, is 
defined as follows: It is obtained from the complete bipartite graph whose 
parts are, respectively, Y - 2 u (z> and 2 - Y u { ~1, minus edge [ y, z], 
by adding vertices from Y n 2 which are each joined to both y and z. 
But such a covering must contain all edges [ y, X] where x E Y - 2 and 
[z, x] where x E 2 - Y, since otherwise the irreducibility condition or the 
condition that the covering contain n - 2 cliques would be violated. 
Hence the number of irreducible coverings by n - 2 edges of G1 is equal 
to the number of irreducible coverings by r edges of K2,r where r = 1 Y n 2 I, 
because vertices of 2 - Y and Y - 2 are uniquely covered. The desired 
number is equal to 
2’ - 2 < 2n-2 - 2 
with equality only for r = n - 2, hence Y = 2 = X - {u, z} and G coin- 
cides with K2,n-2 . Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 11. The maximal number of irreducible coverings of the 
vertices of an n-vertex graph by n - k cliques, denoted by I(n, n - k), satisjies 
the relation 
$..r I(n, n - k)lln = a(k), (18) 
where a(k) is the maximal number of cliques that a graph with k vertices can 
have. This number has been obtained by Moon and Moser [4], namely, a(k) = 
3k/3 for k = O(mod 3), a(k) = 4 * 3(k-1)/3-1 for k = 1 (mod 3), and a(k) = 
2 - 3(k-2)J3 for k = 2(mod 3). 
Proof. Let G(k) be a complete multipartite graph, whose parts contain, 
respectively, three vertices (k/3 times) for k = O(mod 3), three vertices 
((k - u/3 - 1 times) and two vertices (2 times) for k = 1 (mod 3), and 
respectively, three vertices ((k - 2)/3 times) and two vertices for k = 2 
(mod 3), for the graph which has a(k) cliques. 
If we consider the other n - k vertices joined in all ways to the vertices of 
G(k), it is easy to see that this complete multipartite graph, which will be 
denoted G(k, n - k), has at least a(k)n-k-3 irreducible coverings by n - k 
cliques. 
Indeed, three cliques are sufficient to cover vertices of G(k) and three 
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vertices from n - k vertices, the remaining n - k - 3 vertices may be 
covered in ,(k)n-k-3 ways. Hence we deduce that 
Z(n, n - k) > a(k)n-li-3. (19 
In order to obtain an upper bound for Z(n, n - k), note that for an irreducible 
covering by cliques c1 , cz ,..., c,-~ of an n-vertex graph G there exist n - k 
vertices x1 E c1 ,..., x,-I, E c,-k such that Xi 6 usfi c, for every 1 < i < n - k. 
If x is the set of vertices of G and x,-k is the set of Xi’s, setting xk = 
X - x,-k , we obtain that Ci - (Xi) is a clique in the subgraph spanned by 
Yki, where Yki C xk iS the subset Of VertiCeS from xk that are joined by an 
edge to Xi . (We may suppose that 1 ci 1 >, 2 for every i, i.e., G does not 
contain isolated vertices.) In Yki there exist at most a(k) cliques (I Yki 1 < 
1 xk 1 = k), hence if x1 , x2 ,..., && are fixed, each of them may be covered 
in at most a(k) ways by cliques in G. 
But (x, ,..., &&} may be chosen in (,&) = (i) ways, hence we deduce that 
Z(n, n - k) < (E) a(k)“-% (20) 
From (19) and (20) we obtain (18). Q.E.D. 
In particular we derive that lim,,, Z(n, n - 2)lln = 2, as can be verified 
directly from Proposition 10. We have deduced that for large n, almost all 
coverings of Kk,& have n - k cliques and lim,,, N(k, n - k)lln = k, 
hence, because ~(3) = 3 and a(4) = 4, it is possible that Z(n, n - 3) and 
Z(n, n - 4) can be attained for K3,n-3 (when Z(n, n - 3) would be equal to 
3n-3 - 3 . 2n-3 + 3) and, respectively, K4,n--4 . In the case n = 6 and k = 3 
we obtain three nonisomorphic graphs with 6 coverings by 3 cliques K3,3, 
K 1,233 9 and K3,3 plus one edge that joins two vertices in a part. 
COROLLARY 11.1. The following relation holds: 
lim Z(n)lln2 = 31/12 G 1.0959, (21) n+m 
where Z(n) is the maximal number 
vertices of an n-vertex graph. 
of irreducible coverings by cliques of the 
Proof. If we set m = [n/2], then by (19) we obtain Z(n) > Z(n, n - m) > 
4m)n--,n-3 and we deduce 
!itI (rx(m)n-nt-3)1”2 = !i+i [a (5 - 15~) 
2/(n-2e,) [(n-z~,,)(n+2~,-6)1/4n2 
] = 3111” , 
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where E, E (0, i}, taking into account that lim%,, ~l(n)l/~ = 31j3. Furthermore 
I(n) < ZZi I( n, n - k), hence by (20) we derive I(n) < ~~~~ (E)a(k)“-” < 
2” maxk+-,.,,-, (a(k)“-“) < 4” maxk+ n--l 3k(n-k)/3 < 4” . 3%‘/12, because 
al(k) < 2 - 3k/3 and lim,,,(4” - 3~zl12)l/~i’~ 31112 . Q.E.D. 
Taking into account (11) we derive that lim,,, (Z(n)/C(n))lln = CD. We 
also deduce that for any E > 0 there exists n(E) > 0 such that I(n) > cn2-’ 
for any n > n(E), where c = 3 l / 12. From this proof we derive that the number 
p(n) of irreducible coverings by cliques of G([n/2], n - [n/2]) is asymptotically 
maximum, or lim,,, fl(n)l/“’ = 31i12. The results obtained for small values of 
n lead to the following conjecture: 
The maximal number Z(n) of irreducible coverings by cliques of the vertices 
of an n-vertex graph is attained for the graph described by Moon and Moser 
in [4], which has a(n) cliques. 
6. COVERINGS OF THE COMPLETE MULTIPARTITE GRAPHS 
We can obtain the expression for the number, denoted by M(p, q1 ,..., qr), 
of the coverings by cliques of the vertex set of the complete (u + I)-partite 
graph KU/+..,Q, in the following way: 
PROPOSITION 12. The following equality holds: 
MP, 41 Y-*-7 qT) = 1 (+l+**+ 
(i 
(%) . . . (qj)(pI:=lc.,i.) _ l)“, (22) 
l,....i,) 
where the sum is over all integers il ,..., i, which satisfy 0 < il < q1 ,..., 0 < 
4 -=c 4r * 
Proof. We shall denote by A, the family of sets of cliques which cover the 
vertices of the p-vertex part of KD,ql,. . .,q, and by ADi the family of sets of 
cliques which cover the vertices of the p-vertex part of JJC~,~,,...,~ and do not 
cover vertex Xi , for i = l,.. ., q1 + * .* + qr , if vertices x1 , x2 : . . . . xql+. ..+q 
do not belong to the p-vertex part of Kp,q,,...,q, . 
7 
Obviously we have 1 A, / = (2q1...qr - 1)” and M(p, q1 ,..., qT) = j A, / - 
1 (J;%;-+qT Api 1, hence we deduce (22) by applying the Inclusion-Exclusion 
Principle and the property ni,, ADi = or, where IT) Iqi and Iqj is the set of 
indices of vertices from some qj-vertex part of K,,ql,. . .,q, , for j = l,..., r. 
For r = 1 we obtain 
Q.E.D. 
&f(p, q) = (2q - 1)” - (7)(2”-1 - 1)p + (24)(2@ - 1)” - *.* + (-I)@ q. 
(23) 
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Because MP, q) = Wq, PI we derive an interesting reciprocity property 
of this expression. 
COROLLARY 12.1. The following relation holds: 
lim M(P, 41 )"') qT) = 1 
P”m (2q’1 “‘9, - 1)P (24) 
foranyr > 1. 
The proof follows from (22). 
We shall denote by M(n) the maximal number of coverings by cliques of 
the vertices of an n-vertex graph. If we consider the graph G(n) described by 
Moon and Moser which has a(n) cliques, suppose that the parts of G(n) 
contain, respectively, ItI ,.. ., nk vertices, hence n1 .. * nk = a(n) and n, = 3 = 
max(nl ,..., nk) for n > 5. 
The Inclusion-Exclusion Principle implies a formula similar to (22) for 
the number of the coverings by cliques of the vertex-set of G(n), namely, 
Mb 1 ,***, nk> = 
nl+*-f;k-k (-l)P c fi (pI:-I’“‘-4 _ 11, (25) 
(Tl”.., r/J i=l 
where the sum is over all integers rl ,. .., rk which satisfy rl + --- + rk = p 
and 0 < rl < n, ; *-- ; 0 < rk < nk . 
We deduce that 
1 M(nl ,...) nk) - p(n) 1 < pl-l)~:=@i 
nI+...+nk--k 
1 
p=l 
< 2(nI-1)I15=3n~ fj 2% = 2 n+hl-l)n&ai , 
i=l 
hence 
1 M(nl 9.-S, nk> - 2”‘“’ 1 < 2n-@=2ni _ 2 n-a(n) /3, 0 
24(n) 
asn+ co. 
We conclude that 
Obviously M(n) < 2a(“) - 1 and M(n) 3 M(n, ,.. ., nk), hence we derive the 
following result: 
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PROPOSITION 13. We have 
lim MO = 1 
n-303 p(n) . 
COROLLARY 13.1. The following equality holds: 
lim [log M(Fz)]~~~ = 31/3. n-+m 
Because I(n) < 4” - 3n”/12 we also obtain 
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